Season II of the Classics Quoted by Xi Jinping has been unveiled in Africa. Launched on Sunday by China Media Group (CMG) at The Leonardo Hotel in Johannesburg, South Africa, it compiles President Xi’s quotes from ancient Chinese classics in his speeches, articles, and remarks.

WASHINGTON, Aug. 22, 2023 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Season II of the Classics Quoted by Xi Jinping has been unveiled in Africa. Launched on Sunday by China Media Group (CMG) at The Leonardo Hotel in Johannesburg, South Africa, it compiles President Xi’s quotes from ancient Chinese classics in his speeches, articles, and remarks.

In attendance at the event, which brought together prominent media personalities from China and Africa, were the President of China Media Group, Shen Haixiong, and the CEO of the African Union of Broadcasting (AUB), Grigoire NDJAKA, and Ian Plaatjes, COO at South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC).

Among the notable dignitaries present were Dr. Nkosazana Clarice Dlamini Zuma, Minister in the Presidency responsible for Women, Youth and Persons with Disabilities, and Chen Xiaodong, Chinese Ambassador to South Africa.

The release of the videos comes a decade after President Xi, in a historic speech made in Tanzania, proposed the principles of sincerity, real results, amity, and good faith in fostering its relations with Africa.

The video series isn’t just a compilation of President Xi’s quotes. It’s a summary of the unique spirit of Chinese civilization, and its significance for globalization in a new era.

The event showcased an array of new partnerships between CMG and leading African media firms. To this end, Shen and NDJAKA announced that CMG is in the process of joining AUB as a member. This, Shen and NDJAKA said, will see the launch of a new round of cooperation between Chinese and African media.
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